Risk Identification
This assessment considers any hazards specific to the activity greater than every day hazards such as slipping, tripping or falling on stairs, trapping fingers in
doors and cuts and bruises which are inherent in all environments.
Provider

A1 Technologies Ltd

Activity Description

Designing & making in 3D; also using hand tools designed for children’s use.

Who will be exposed
to the hazards
Hazard

Participants

Hot end on 3D printer

Hand tools – mini-lathe
and drill

Severity and
Likelihood.
Small local
burn

Control measures

Cuts

Sensible usage – warn students

Very difficult to access – warn students

Risk rating after control
measures applied.
2 x 1. Minimal

2 x 2. Very small – used
globally by kids as young
as 8

Risk Identification
In order to calculate the risk to health, we consider the nature of the activities, the potential hazards and the likelihood of occurrence. We then consider the
control measures we need to put in place to minimise these. Then in order to calculate how high a risk an activity is, we score the hazard severity by the
likelihood of occurrence on a scale of 1 to 5 and multiply the two figures together.
Hazard severity
1. No risk of injury
2. Slight (minor injury requiring first aid)
3. Moderate (injury resulting in 3 days off school/work)
4. High (causing death or serious injury to an individual)
5. Very high (causing multiple deaths and widespread destruction)
Multiplied by
Likelihood of occurrence
1. Not likely (only under freak conditions)
2. Possible (if other factors are present)
3. Quite possible (if other factors precipitate it)
4. Likely (with other effects or sheer carelessness)
5. Very likely (an accident waiting to happen)
A multiplied score of 1 means there is no, (or little) hazard, and no (or a very unlikely) likelihood of it happening any more than a child falling over their own feet.
Formal written risk assessments for a multiplied figure of 5 or less would not normally be carried out in most organisations (other than a mental risk assessment),
though for schools we provide a written brief to demonstrate that we have considered the potential hazards, even though we may have come to the conclusion
that there are no significant risks. A figure of 25 (5x5) would mean that the hazard was great (life threatening) and the chances of it happening very likely. The
control measures demonstrate that the hazards and organisation of the activity have been carefully considered and by having these in place, the likelihood of
occurrence will be less.

